INTRODUCTION
Mixed jurisdictions have been called "the third legal family" by Louisiana scholar Vernon V. Palmer. 1 Although Palmer admits there is "no single paradigm" to mixity, mixed bijurality. As a result of Quebec's history and its origins as a French colony until the British conquest in 1759, both major western legal traditions, the civil law and the common law, find their place within the province's legal jurisdiction.
More particularly, in 1774, the British Parliament enacted the Quebec Act, 5 a seminal piece of legislation that, despite British rule in the territory, enshrined the right of Quebec to continue to apply French civil law, which was ultimately codified in the Civil Code of Lower Canada of 1866, and later in the Civil Code of Quebec of 1991.
The Canadian Constitution (the British North America Act, 1867) has also had an important impact on the legal landscape in Quebec. It created a federal system of government, dividing legislative powers between the central federal government and the provinces. Laws governing subject matter falling within federal jurisdiction (such as criminal law, bankruptcy, and banking) are dealt with in a uniform manner across the country, in accordance with the common law tradition. However, in matters that fall within the purview of the provinces (such as private law areas of contract, tort (civil responsibility), property, or successions), each province applies its own legal tradition. As such, these are generally dealt with according to civilian legal principles in Quebec and according to the common law in the rest of Canada. Quebec is thus said to be bijural in the sense that in its private law, Quebec follows the French civilian tradition, whereas in its public (or more accurately federal) law, it follows the law of the rest of Canada, which is of the English common law tradition.
The second reason Quebec may be considered a mixed legal system has to do with the character of its judicial institutions and the nature of its procedural law. The Superior Court of Quebec, a first-level entry point to the civil-justice system, is identical to all other superior courts across Canada, the judges of which are named and supervised by the federal government pursuant to § 96 of the Canadian Constitution. 6 Most importantly, these 5. The Quebec Act 1774, 14 Geo. 3 c. 83, § VII (Eng.) (" [A] ll Causes that shall hereafter be instituted in any of the Courts of Justice, to be appointed within and for the said Province by his Majesty, his Heirs and Successors shall, with respect to such Property and Rights, be determined agreeably to the said Laws and Customs of Canada . . . .").
6. Ontario v. Criminal Lawyers' Ass'n of Ontario, [2013] 3 S.C.R. 3, 16, para. 18 (Can.) ("The essential nature and powers of the superior courts are constitutionally protected by s. 96 of the Constitution Act, 1867. Accordingly, the core or inherent Furthermore, the procedural system applied in Quebec courts has evolved to resemble quite closely the English adversarial system, rather than the continental inquisitorial or investigative system. As will be more amply explained below, while Quebec procedural law is presented in a civilian format, namely a code, over time it has come to follow the common law adversarial process of civil justice in its substance.
The third aspect of Quebec's mixity lies in the judiciary's role itself. Following the British tradition of judicial appointment, judges in Quebec, as in the rest of Canada, are named from the practicing Bar rather than educated in the classroom as in the continental system. Their judgment-writing style, which includes personal judgments, dissents, and lengthy discussions of issues and holdings, is more reminiscent of the common law style of decision writing than the terse, anonymous style of the continental-civilian system. Consequently, judgments in Quebec read very much like judgments from common law Canada, distinguished only by the fact that today, they are drafted primarily in French.
For these reasons, Quebec is a mixed legal system, in its substantive law, its procedural rules, and its institutions of justice.
II. THE MIXED NATURE OF PROCEDURAL LAW IN QUEBEC
As this tripartite conception of mixity reveals, a large component of Quebec's mixed nature can be attributed to its jurisdiction which is integral to their operations . . . cannot be removed from the superior courts by either level of government, without amending the Constitution.") (internal quotations & citations omitted). Note that there are also provincial courts in each province (for example, the Cour du Québec). These are also first instance courts, but they are statutory courts with circumscribed jurisdiction.
7. R. v. Caron, [2011] 1 S.C.R. 78, para. 24 (Can.) (quoting I.H. Jacob, The Inherent Jurisdiction of the Court, 23 CURRENT LEG. PROBS. 23, 27, 51 (1970)) ("The inherent jurisdiction of the provincial superior courts, is broadly defined as 'a residual source of powers, which the court may draw upon as necessary whenever it is just or equitable to do so.' These powers are derived 'not from any statute or rule of law, but from the very nature of the court as a superior court of law.'"); Ontario, [2013] 3 S.C.R. at para. 17 ("Canada's provincial superior courts are the descendants of the Royal Courts of Justice and inherited the powers and jurisdiction exercised by superior, district or county courts at the time of Confederation . . . .").
adjectival law and its system of civil justice. Moreover, a closer examination reveals an interesting mixity even within its procedural law.
Quebec, originally a French colony, inherited continentalcivilian procedure as reflected in the 1667 French Ordonnance sur la procédure civile. 8 This Ordonnance reflected a traditional civilian conception of civil justice where procedure was centered in the hands of the judge who had powers of investigation. It was exemplified by the enquête, a process where the judge interviewed witnesses and reduced their testimony to writing. However, notwithstanding the Quebec Act of 1774, 9 which allowed Quebec to maintain its civilian legal tradition in private-law matters even after it became a British colony in 1763, Quebec procedural law slowly began to inherit, in style and substance, the English adversarial system of procedure. This evolution resulted both from ordinances promulgated in the late eighteenth-century, which introduced many aspects of common law procedure and evidence, 10 and from the adoption of successive codes of civil procedure that codified many procedural rules and principles borrowed from the common law.
11 Moreover, the institutions of civil justice, i.e., the courts, were structured in accordance with the English court system so the judicial hardware in which procedural rules operated in the province was based on the common law tradition.
Due to the infiltration of common law procedural elements that, over time, were transplanted into Quebec law, its procedural system gradually developed from one that was judge-centered, in the continental style, to one that became party-driven, in accordance with the adversarial system of justice. As early as 1897, at the time of the second codification of civil procedure, Quebec abolished the French enquête system and replaced it with the English system of open courts and the examination and crossexamination of witnesses, thereby transferring power and control over the litigation process from the judge to the parties.
12 By the third codification, which occurred in 1965, the Code of Civil Procedure explicitly proclaimed the parties to be the masters of their case.
13
The disappearance of the continental process of the enquête had the effect of changing the nature of advocacy from written to oral. Oral examination and cross-examination of parties and witnesses in open court replaced the written nature of the dossier system characteristic of French procedure. This evolved into the creation of a pre-trial period, in which lawyers accumulated evidence and developed their case, distinct from the trial period where oral examination and argumentation, often before a jury, took place. This distinct pre-trial period is directly reminiscent of the English adversarial system and foreign to the French investigative one. 14 12. Code of Civil Procedure of Quebec, S.Q. 1897, c 48, arts 16, 328-29 (Can.) ("The sittings of a court or of a judge are public . . . . The opposite party may establish by a preliminary examination of any witness produced, or in any other manner, whatever grounds he may have for objecting to such witness.").
13. Code of Civil Procedure of Quebec, S.Q. 1965, c C-25, art 4.1 (Can.) ("Subject to the rules of procedure and the time limits prescribed by this Code, the parties to a proceeding have control of their case and must refrain from acting with the intent of causing prejudice to another person or behaving in an excessive or unreasonable manner, contrary to the requirements of good faith.") (emphasis added). The 1965 Code was adopted in 2002. See An Act to Reform the Code of Civil Procedure, S.Q. 2002, c 7, s 1 (Can.). This principle can also be found in Quebec jurisprudence. See, e.g., Imperial Oil v. Jacques, [2014] 3 S.C.R. 285, para. 25 (Can.) ("[I]n an accusatory and adversarial system, the delicate task of bringing the truth to light falls first and foremost to the parties . . . . In this context in which the objective of seeking the truth remains the priority, the Quebec legislature has established general rules of evidence to govern and facilitate this process, which remains under the control of the parties.") (emphasis added).
14. In addition to embracing the overall philosophy of the English adversarial system, Quebec borrowed several key procedural elements and processes from the common law. For example, discovery, a process unknown to the civilian procedural system, was adopted in Quebec in 1888 and later codified in the 1897 Code of Civil Procedure. 15 Discovery is, of course, at the heart of a party-driven process. It is a procedure that was developed as a method of helping counsel in their active role of gathering and analyzing evidence during the pre-trial period, and is seen by many as an integral part of the adversarial system of justice. 16 In addition to discovery, we find many other procedures and remedies that were transplanted into Quebec's adjectival law that are foreign to traditional civilian systems. 20 and, most recently, the class action.
21
As a result of this historical evolution and numerous instances of legal transplantation, by the mid to late twentieth century, Quebec's system of civil justice came to resemble quite closely that of a common law adversarial system.
The twenty-first century, however, has ushered in a new era, characterized by widespread civil-justice reform. The desire to create a new culture of civil justice began in the 1990s in England with the advent of the Lord Woolf Report, a report that advocated more judicial control over the litigation process in order to curb the high cost, long delays, and undue complexity that now characterizes many contemporary civil-justice systems.
22
Canadian jurisdictions, including Quebec, have followed in Lord Woolf's footsteps, legislating many procedural reforms that encourage out-of-court settlement, ensure proportionality in procedures, and institute judicial case management to exercise more control over the parties and their lawyers. The particular reforms in Quebec's new procedural law will be discussed in more detail in the section of this Article dealing with the impact of mixity on law reform. However, on a general level, one cannot help but be struck by how many of these reforms, most notably those endorsing a more judge-centered approach to the pre-trial process, resemble attributes of continental procedural systems belonging to the civilian tradition.
The result today is that Quebec's procedural law has mixed origins and reflects an interesting blend of multiple legal traditions. Justice Louis LeBel, former justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, maintains that, "[T]hese mixed origins are . . . at the root of the semantic, if not conceptual problems that continue to affect this field of law."
24 Spun more positively, the complex and evolving mixity of Quebec procedure makes its adjectival law a particularly interesting microcosm of mixity to study. This Article demonstrates that Quebec's unique mixed character has had significant repercussions on the pedagogy of civil procedure, the judicial decision-making in procedural cases, and the law reform that is ongoing in this area of the law.
III. IMPLICATIONS OF QUEBEC'S PROCEDURAL MIXITY

A. THE IMPACT ON THE TEACHER: LEGAL PEDAGOGY IN A MIXED PROCEDURAL SYSTEM
There has been a significant evolution, if not revolution, in the teaching of civil procedure in North America over the last several decades. In particular, three interrelated developments have changed the entire mentality surrounding this law-school discipline. First, it has moved from being a course taught 23 . An Act to Establish the New Code of Civil Procedure, S.Q. 2014, c 1 (Can.) ("This Code is designed to provide, in the public interest, means to prevent and resolve disputes and avoid litigation through appropriate, efficient and fair-minded processes that encourage the persons involved to play an active role. It is also designed to ensure the accessibility, quality and promptness of civil justice, the fair, simple, proportionate and economical application of procedural rules, the exercise of the parties' rights in a spirit of co-operation and balance, and respect for those involved in the administration of primarily by legal practitioners, from a practical and ruleoriented perspective, to one that is taught increasingly by fulltime professors. 25 No longer seen as part of the apprenticeship or vocational component of a law student's legal training, civil procedure has gradually made its way into the core curriculum.
26
Having been placed in the hands of faculty members, its focus has changed from the teaching of mechanical rules, or the "plumbing" of a given civil-justice system, to a pedagogy that centers on a more theoretical, academic, and policy-oriented intellectual study.
27
A second change, one that is a somewhat natural consequence of academics joining the ranks of those teaching procedure, has been an increase in the number of academics with a research interest in procedure and a corresponding increase in scholarship being published by professors on procedural law. As Erik Knutsen, a civil-procedure scholar at Queen's University states, "In Canada, there are only a small number of full-time academics who identify themselves as having a special research interest in civil procedure. It is principally taught using a combination of the Socratic method, simulated procedural tasks, and readings from real lawsuits, and it includes doctrinal and theoretical consideration of questions of procedure and jurisdiction. The discussion on Canada in this article has articulated the advantages of an academic-as opposed to a purely 'nuts-and-bolts' practice approach-to teaching and learning civil procedure. These hold true in the United States as well.").
26. Id. at 67. 27. Id. at 67-68. While this has been the trend in North America and Australia, it has not been the case in England, where procedure is still seen generally as part of the vocational stage of legal training. Id. at 76-79; see Erick S. Knutsen et al., The Teaching of Procedure Across Common Law Systems, 51 OSGOODE HALL L.J. 1, 26-43 (2013) ("It is clear that the relevant professional bodies require that civil procedure be taught at the vocational stage of training and that the emphasis at that stage be to ensure that the student is prepared for practice. Furthermore, there is no requirement that civil procedure be taught at the academic stage. However, it does not necessarily follow that civil procedure is never taught at the academic stage or that it is never taught as an academic subject at the vocational stage.").
28. See Knutsen et al., supra note 27, at 15 ("Even fewer identify themselves as proceduralists. In fact, of those full-time, tenure-track academics teaching civil procedure at Canadian law schools as part of their regular teaching, it appears that only half a dozen or so would likely be identified by their colleagues as civil procedure academics.").
Oxford University is one such example and his biography reads: "Zuckerman's principal interest is civil procedure. One of his principal contributions has been to rescue this important subject from the academic neglect it has suffered in English Universities." 29 The many in-depth and policy-oriented reports on procedural reform published in recent years, beginning with the seminal report by Lord Woolf in 1996, 30 have also contributed to the academization of procedure as these reports highlighted the profound influence procedural rules have on procedural policy and philosophy. Lord Woolf advocated "a change of culture throughout the system" 31 in order to deal with the high costs, long delays, and undue complexity of the current civil justice system, and did so by suggesting changes to the procedural rules then in force.
A third change concerns the type of scholarship we are witnessing in the field of civil procedure. Not only is there more scholarship being written on various aspects of procedural law and policy, but we are also starting to see published research dealing with the pedagogical dimensions of procedure focusing on what, when, how, and by whom civil procedure should be taught and, most importantly, what law students can learn about law and the legal process more broadly from a course on procedure. The Impact of Teaching Procedure, 51 OSGOODE HALL L.J., at i-iii (2013) ("In the United States, where each of more than two hundred law schools is required to teach a compulsory civil procedure course to every law student, there exists a dynamic community of proceduralists with an impressively broad and diverse academic interest in the subject. By contrast, in Canada, despite a long history of treating procedure as a required subject, the Federation of Law Societies' newly established standards for the common law degree have raised questions about the place of procedure in the prescribed curriculum.").
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by these interrelated changes, is an exciting phenomenon that enables future jurists to appreciate the profound impact of procedure on the broader dispute resolution system. Others have emphasized the importance of understanding the strategic and ethical considerations inherent to procedure, the broader purposes it serves, and its impact on judicial philosophy. 35 It is increasingly being seen not merely as a subject of adjectival law, whose sole purpose is to serve and enable substantive law, but rather as a substantive area of law unto itself with its own questions of legal theory and policy concerns. 36 Civil procedure has been eloquently described as "a mirror held up against the legal system itself." examination of judicial institutions and the broad principles that define them, such as independence, impartiality, accountability, and publicity. These principles are taught in order to situate students in the institutional context in which the procedural rules are applied. Moreover, they are taught in such a way as to encourage students to take a critical look at the role of state institutions of civil justice. The course then moves to the teaching of procedural rules-but even in this part of the course, the rules are taught as illustrations of broader principles of policy and macro themes such as access to justice, judicial efficiency, and procedural fairness.
The rules governing costs awards, particularly advance or interim costs awards, 39 as well as the study of class actions 40 and summary judgments, are taught through the lens of access to justice. 41 Newly prescribed limits on the time that may be spent on discovery, ) ("It is only a 'rare and exceptional' case that is special enough to warrant an advance costs award . . . . This means that a litigant whose case, however compelling it may be, is of interest only to the litigant will be denied an advance costs award. It does not mean, however, that every case of interest to the public will satisfy the test . . . . As compelling as access to justice concerns may be, they cannot justify this Court unilaterally authorizing a revolution in how litigation is conceived and conducted."); British Columbia v. Okanagan Indian Band, [2003] 3 S.C.R. 371, paras. 27-31, 38 (Can.) ("Another consideration relevant to the application of costs rules is access to justice . . . . Concerns about access to justice and the desirability of mitigating severe inequality between litigants also feature prominently in the rare cases where interim costs are awarded.").
40. See Hollick v. Metro. Toronto, [2001] 3 S.C.R. 158, paras. 15, 27, 33 (Can.) ("[B]y distributing fixed litigation costs amongst a large number of class members, class actions improve access to justice by making economical the prosecution of claims that any one class member would find too costly to prosecute on his or her own.").
41. See Hryniak v. Mauldin, [2014] 1 S.C.R. 87, paras. 1-5, 24, 34 (Can.) ("Increasingly, there is recognition that a culture shift is required in order to create an environment promoting timely and affordable access to the civil justice system . . . . The balance between procedure and access struck by our justice system must come to reflect modern reality and recognize that new models of adjudication can be fair and just. Summary judgment motions provide one such opportunity.").
42. 45 are taught within the meta-theme of judicial efficiency, and as examples of constraints imposed on party autonomy in order to lower the costs of civil justice. Topics such as fact versus notice pleading, 46 abuse of process (including SLAPPs-strategic lawsuits against public participation), 47 and enforcement of foreign judgments 48 are taught from the perspective of procedural fairness.
While all this development in legal pedagogy is interesting and innovative, thus far it is removed from the concept of mixity. The movement described above has been propelled by academics teaching civil procedure in law faculties situated in monosystemic, or non-mixed, jurisdictions. The question, therefore, is what additional impact does a jurisdiction's mixity have on the pedagogy of procedure?
pre-trial examination is permitted where the amount claimed or the value of the property claimed in the judicial demand is less than $30,000."). What mixity can teach us about the pedagogy of procedure lies in the comparative or transsystemic character of the perspectives examined. At McGill, in addition to canvassing meta-principles of judicial institutions, important policy considerations underlying procedural rules, as well as theoretical and ethical dimensions of procedure, the Judicial Institutions and Civil Procedure course covers its various topics from the vantage points of the civil and common law legal traditions (i.e., the common law adversarial system and continental civilian investigative one) as well as from the perspectives of a multiplicity of legal systems. The course is centered on a detailed 49 and for its provisions regarding the summary trial (as opposed to the summary judgment).
50
In addition, England is referenced for its role in initiating global civil-justice reform as well as for specific instances of reform, such as its joint-expert rule. 51 The United States is studied in order to highlight differences in pleading standards (notice versus fact pleading), 52 different presumptions in costs rules (the U.S. favoring a presumption that each party bears their own costs as opposed to the Canadian presumption that the losing party pays at least some of the winning party's 631, 633, 635 (2015) (citations omitted) ("The Federal Rules also introduced a simplified pleading system, commonly denominated as 'notice pleading,' thereby easing the heavy burden imposed on the parties. The factual details could then be developed through pretrial discovery. The aim was to facilitate, not to discourage, trial on the merits . . . . In addition, the Federal Rules introduced a simplified pleading system. A pleading no longer would have to fit within the confines of a cause of action cognizable at common law. Nor would the complaint have to contain a detailed factual recitation of all the elements necessary to make out a cause of action."). [Vol. 62 costs), 53 as well as a different conception of impartiality related to the fact that, in the U.S., some judges are elected-a concept foreign to Canada where all judges are appointed.
54
This approach to teaching procedure is seemingly quite different from the pedagogical practice prevalent in the United States. Although the American method is very academic and theoretical, the comparative approach is, according to the literature, either absent or rare. 55 As a result, several authors have characterized the pedagogical style of American procedure courses as "parochial" 56 or "provincial."
57
According to Scott Dodson, "Many students in U.S. law schools will never learn a thing about the civil procedure rules or systems of other countries."
58 There are, of course, some American scholars who tout the benefits of studying procedure comparatively, such as Kevin Clermont who asserts that "[c]omparative study helps overcome the common misconception that the particular procedural rules of one's home jurisdiction are the only rules that ("Altogether, these distinctions-and the nasty aroma American litigation seems to elicit in much of the rest of the world-tend to confirm the American proceduralist's view that it is best and sufficient to attend only to American topics. This exceptionalism also reinforces the tendency to view such navel-gazing as appropriate because procedure is peculiarly parochial."); Clermont, supra note 32, at 530 ("Yet, even this limited exposure manages to deliver some of the side benefits of studying transnational litigation, such as widening the students' and professor's horizons and creating interest in further study, while overcoming the parochialism that so affect U.S. procedure.").
57. Dodson, supra note 46, at 446 ("American proceduralists are infamously provincial.").
58. Id.
would really work," and that "the greatest benefit of studying other procedural systems . . .
[is] the attainment of a deeper understanding of one's own system." 59 This aspiration, however, does not appear to have attracted mainstream support.
The comparative approach to studying procedure at McGill fits within its general philosophy of legal pedagogy, namely its hallmark transsystemic approach to legal education. The goal of transsystemic pedagogy is to free the study of law from jurisdictional, temporal, and systemic boundaries and thereby, to multiply the perspectives on legal study. Transsystemic legal education focuses on the fundamental structures, ideas, values, techniques, and processes of law, rather than the laws or legal rules of a single jurisdiction, and it is therefore natural for McGill professors to draw materials from a multiplicity of perspectives, traditions, and lenses. Students graduate with both civil and common law degrees and leave the faculty as cosmopolitan jurists, at ease in both civil and common law legal traditions, and with an understanding of law in its many forms, cultures, languages, and sites. What is changing is our understanding of 'education,' of how we learn and how we should teach. Also changing is our understanding of how to define what is 'legal' about 'legal education.' Most will nowadays agree that legal education should be more than a vocational training for the practice of the profession in a particular jurisdiction. In analyzing the development of legal education in recent years, we can distinguish two trajectories. But this again calls into question the link between the mixity of Quebec procedure and legal pedagogy. Is procedure taught in this comparative way at McGill because of the faculty's general transsystemic focus, or because of some specific reasons linked to mixity? I would submit that, while the general transsystemic focus of McGill's law program reinforces this method of teaching procedure, there are two differences that separate the discipline of civil procedure from other private-law courses.
The first difference reflects that, while other private-law subjects at McGill, such as contractual obligations and extracontractual obligations (Torts), are taught from a uniquely comparative perspective, those subjects differ from civil procedure in that they receive fairly distinct and disparate treatment in the civil and common law legal traditions. Using contract law as an example, while there are similarities in some areas, such as the interpretation of contracts, there are many differences including the absence of the concept of consideration in the civilian tradition, a different emphasis on various remedies (especially the remedy of specific performance for contract breach), and a distinctive approach to the doctrine of good faith. 61. While the civil law requires "cause" as an essential element of contract formation, it is a very different concept from consideration in the common law, which requires an onerous element to contracts. See, e.g., Civil Code of Quebec, S.Q. 1991, c 64, art 1385 (Can.) ("It is also the essence of a contract that it have a cause and an object."). Additionally, the civil law recognizes the gratuitous contract. See, e.g., Civil Code of Quebec, S.Q. 1991, c 64, art 1381 (Can.) ("When one party obligates himself to the other for the benefit of the latter without obtaining any advantage in return, the contract is gratuitous."). Furthermore, specific performance receives a much more generous interpretation in the civil law than the common law. ) ("In my view, it is time to take two incremental steps in order to make the common law less unsettled and piecemeal, more coherent and more just. The first step is to acknowledge that good faith contractual performance is a general while not done at McGill, it is possible to teach Quebec contract law in a less comparative way.
By contrast, Quebec procedural law, as previously demonstrated, is itself mixed and therefore it is necessary, not just pedagogically interesting, to teach it comparatively.
62
For students to truly understand Quebec procedure, they must understand its mixed origins and the differences between the common law adversarial conception of civil justice as compared to the investigative or judge-centered systems of continental civilian regimes. This is especially true given the Preliminary Provision of Quebec's new Code of Civil Procedure. Paragraph three of that preliminary provision reads, "This Code must be interpreted and applied as a whole, in the civil law tradition." 63 Because this provision only recently came into force on January 1, 2016, there is not yet any judicial authority on the interpretation and meaning of this provision. At the very least, however, it suggests that students must understand the principles of codal interpretation and civilian methodology because, as some key decisions of the Canadian Supreme Court imply, no matter how borrowed it may be from the common law, Quebec procedure must adhere to civilian principles of interpretation and methodology. 64 organizing principle of the common law of contract which underpins and informs the various rules in which the common law, in various situations and types of relationships, recognizes obligations of good faith contractual performance. The second is to recognize, as a further manifestation of this organizing principle of good faith, that there is a common law duty which applies to all contracts to act honestly in the performance of contractual obligations."); see Michael G. Bridge, Does AngloCanadian Contract Law Need a Doctrine of Good Faith?, 9 CAN. BUS. L.J. 385 (1984) ("The purpose of this paper is to respond to the argument that Anglo-Canadian contract law needs, or can usefully incorporate, a doctrine of good faith. Apart from the rule of nemo dat quod non habet and the doctrine of good faith purchase in matters of title transfer, it is probably accurate to say that our contract law contains little more than intermittent, discrete and superficial references to a good faith standard of behavior.").
62. See discussion supra Section II, which describes the mixed jurisdiction of Quebec's procedural law. Quebec's mixed procedural heritage demonstrates the specific relevance of teaching procedure from the perspective of both traditions. And McGill's Law Faculty has recognized that, due to its mixity, it is particularly important for students to understand both civil and common law structures and concepts. As a result, well before McGill moved to teaching law transsystemically in 1999, it started teaching procedure comparatively in 1986 with the adoption of a mandatory course called National Civil Procedure. 65 In many ways, civil procedure is the quintessential transsystemic course, a pioneer course that paved the way for larger-scale teaching on a transsystemic basis in the McGill program adopted well over a decade later.
There is, however, an additional reason for procedure to be taught comparatively: the increase in legal transplantation taking place in many jurisdictions. As law reformers look for ways to mitigate the problems of high cost, long delays, and undue complexity facing most western civil-justice systems, solutions attempted in other jurisdictions are often seen as viable possibilities for reform. 66 Accordingly, even non-mixed jurisdictions are looking to "the other" in an attempt to remedy a civil-justice system in crisis. 67 As a result of this crossfertilization of ideas, academics in mono-systemic jurisdictions are increasingly recognizing the benefit of comparative teaching. As one multi-authored article on the pedagogy of procedure suggests, "The increasing transfer of procedural ideas between legal systems suggests that we should incorporate a component of comparative procedure. One option is to consider other civil litigation systems . . . which may provide a useful comparative analysis." 68 Due to this increase in the borrowing or transplantation of procedural ideas, it is hard, today, to speak of any pure procedural system. By way of example, it is fairly Quebec court may not create a positive rule of civil procedure simply because it considers it appropriate to do so."); see also discussion, infra Section III(B (2015) (comparing the role of the American judiciary to that in the German inquisitorial system: "The German practice of Richterliche Hinweispflicht is a judicial duty to give hints and feedback . . . . American Civil jurisprudence would benefit from this German Concept of the judiciary's role.").
68. Bamford et al., supra note 25, at 64.
uncontroversial to classify the Canadian province of Ontario as a mono-systemic common law jurisdiction. As such, it is a jurisdiction that has historically followed the common law adversarial system of procedure. However, in recent years, Ontario has moved its procedural rules in the direction of increased judicial oversight and constraints on party autonomy. This new path has been implemented through judicial case management and some particular procedural reforms such as a mandatory pre-trial conference, greater powers for judges in the area of summary judgments, and limitations on time spent on discovery.
69 Should Ontario's procedural system still be classified as a common law adversarial system? It is arguably now a mixed system, one whose foundation is based on the adversarial model but upon which additional characteristics, belonging more to the judge-centered systems of the continental civil law, are built. In fact, many argue that we are seeing a convergence or rapprochement within civil-justice systems, exemplified by the harmonization project developed by the American Law Institute (ALI) and Unidroit that resulted in the ALI/Unidroit Principles on Transnational Civil Procedure. 70 Whether or not we are truly achieving harmonization of procedural principles, the increasing transfer of procedural ideas amongst jurisdictions suggests the need to incorporate comparative perspectives into the teaching of procedural law.
The teaching of civil procedure must not only abandon the traditionally-narrow perspective as a conglomeration of mechanical rules, it must go further by shedding its jurisdictionally-restrictive character and cease to be tied exclusively to the rules of the local jurisdiction where the law faculty in question is located. This is important because the comparative perspective adds much to the academic inquiry that proceduralists are increasingly adopting in the classroom. Dodson, citing Julie Suk as authority, has asserted, "[F]oreign procedural regimes have much to tell us about the procedural, substantive, and structural consequences of different procedural It is also necessary because the comparative perspective is becoming more and more relevant as legislators in many jurisdictions are looking to "the other" for solutions to systemic procedural problems.
Civil procedure at McGill, with its academic and transsystemic focus, can be seen as leading the way. McGill's pedagogy, largely spurred on by the historically-mixed character of procedural law in Quebec, is exemplified both by the decreased focus on procedure as a conglomeration of discrete rules and a growing realization that procedural systems are all becoming mixed because of the increasingly transplanted nature of the discipline. Viewed in this light, civil procedure is a law school subject that can be seen as a natural springboard for comparative study.
B. THE IMPACT ON THE JUDGE: JUDICIAL DECISION-MAKING IN A MIXED PROCEDURAL SYSTEM
Given its mixed nature, it is not surprising that many aspects of Quebec procedural law that come before the courts concern areas that have been borrowed from, or inspired by, the common law adversarial system. Discovery, privilege, and the class action are but three examples of common law inspired processes that occupy an important place in the Quebec procedural system and, as a result, issues concerning them often arise before the courts. As we move from the perspective of the teacher to that of the judge in the mixed jurisdiction of Quebec, the relevant question that judges face is how to interpret and apply Quebec law when the relevant provisions or issues originate in the common law, and what role common law sources should play in that interpretation.
Due to its extensively-transplanted nature, this question often arises in the area of procedure. It is, however, also one that is relevant to other domains of Quebec law transplanted from the common law. Two obvious examples are the remedy of specific performance for contract breach and rules of evidence. The law related to these areas of borrowed law may help inform the treatment of procedural law and vice versa. question but rather a spectrum of answers. As one may expect, among the vast volume of jurisprudence emanating from Quebec, it is fairly easy to find, at one end of the spectrum, judgments that apply common law precedents and principles without much hesitation. For instance, in an appellate decision on judicial recusal, the Quebec Court of Appeal freely applied the common law test of apprehension of bias, asserting, "Surely the distinctiveness of our society, and our civil law rather than common law system, do not require that we be deprived of a useful and logical remedy available elsewhere!"
72 Furthermore, at that end of the spectrum, we find judgments that even suggest that it is incumbent for a Quebec court to resort to the common law where the issue originates in the common law and there is a lacuna in the civil law. 73 However, judgments at the other end of the spectrum, ones that warn against a knee-jerk reaction to applying the common law, are also fairly easy to locate. Decisions at this end of the spectrum emphasize the complete nature of the civil law system and warn against the application of foreign legal principles without first ensuring their compatibility with Quebec law.
74
While it is not easy to reconcile the diversity of judicial opinion on this subject, the appropriateness of the use of authority from another legal tradition will always be contextual and dependent on a variety of factors. Of course, if the subject matter of the issue before the court is a federal one that is regulated in a uniform manner across the country (e.g., bankruptcy), then decisions from other jurisdictions in Canada are directly applicable, regardless of the legal tradition to which those jurisdictions belong.
Within areas of Quebec private law that are regulated provincially, the availability, or lack thereof, of Quebec sources to , para. 36 (Can.) ("Civil law is a complete system, and care must be taken not to adopt principles from foreign legal systems without questioning their compatibility with our law.").
Loyola Law Review
interpret the issue of law at hand is also a relevant consideration. For example, there are areas of transplanted law in Quebec that have been given explicit legislative treatment. Discovery, for example, has been codified in the Code of Civil Procedure and many of its nuances, such as what may be discovered and the timing of such discovery during the pre-trial process, are dealt with by Quebec provisions and corresponding jurisprudential interpretation. 75 As such, although discovery was inherited from the common law, it is only with respect to issues in discovery that have not been treated by Quebec law that give rise to the question of whether resort to the common law is appropriate. 76 Perhaps because of the pervasiveness of legal transplantation that has occurred in Quebec procedural law, the question of how judges should interpret and apply Quebec law where its origins derive from common law sources, and whether common law authorities are relevant, has arisen on numerous occasions at the Canadian Supreme Court level in the area of civil procedure. 77 the Supreme Court had to decide whether the information obtained during the process of discovery should remain confidential if the case never goes to trial. The Quebec Court of Appeal had held that it should remain confidential largely because this was the solution adopted by the common law from which Quebec had originally borrowed the concept. 78 The Supreme Court, in a judgment penned by Justice LeBel, maintained the holding of the Quebec Court of Appeal on the merits, but criticized the basis upon which the decision had been rendered, namely common law authority. Ultimately, the Supreme Court admitted the existence of such privilege, even though it was nowhere to be found explicitly within Quebec law, stating, "If the ultimate source of a legal rule is the common law, then it would be only logical to resort to the common law, in the process of interpreting and articulating that same rule in the civil law." Wagner, accepted and applied the common law settlement privilege, which is an evidentiary rule that applies to protect information exchanged during settlement negotiations, as well as the common law exception to such privilege that applies where a party seeks to prove the existence or the scope of a settlement.
In the leading case of Lac d'Amiante du Québec Ltée v. 2858-0702 Québec Inc. (Lac d'Amiante),
85
It is somewhat difficult to reconcile this latter approach with that of Lac d'Amiante. However, upon closer examination, there are important differences between the cases. Unlike Globe and Mail and Union Carbide, in Lac d'Amiante there were ample Quebec civilian authorities to support the confidentiality of discovery and it was, therefore, less necessary to resort to the common law for authoritative precedent. However, in privilege cases, there was little to rely on in Quebec law and the Court noted important policy reasons to support the existence of the privilege that applied equally in Quebec. 86 Moreover, in Globe and Mail, Justice LeBel imposed an important limitation to the applicability of the common law in Quebec cases. He clarified that resort to the common law "is, of course, premised on the fact that the interpretation and articulation of such a rule would not otherwise be contrary to the overarching principles set out in the C.C.Q. and the Quebec Charter."
87
This latter limitation resonates with Quebec courts' interpretation and application of the remedy of specific performance for contract breach. The procedural implementation of this remedy, namely the injunction, was borrowed from the common law and transplanted into Quebec civil law. As a result, until the 1980s, the jurisprudence tended to give this remedy the same narrow and restrictive interpretation it received in the common law. Gradually this thinking evolved and the Quebec judiciary began to acknowledge that, despite its transplanted nature, the remedy of specific performance needed to be adapted in order to be compatible with overarching civilian legal principles.
89
The restrictive interpretation of the common law, due to the remedy's origins in equity, did not fit the civilian tradition that never distinguished between law and equity, as was the case in England. Furthermore, the entire remedial philosophy of the civil law differs from that of the common law. In the civil law tradition, there is more emphasis on keeping the contract between the parties alive and enforcing the parole donnée of the debtor. The civil law does not, in general, subscribe to the adage of Oliver Wendell Holmes that "[t]he duty to keep a contract at common law means a prediction that you must pay damages if you do not keep it,-and nothing else."
90 On the contrary, in the civilian tradition, there is a presumptive duty to perform one's contractual promises.
91
As a result, as Justices LeBel and Wagner asserted in a recent Supreme Court decision concerning class actions, another procedural remedy unknown to the civil law, "Caution must be exercised when applying the principles from [common law decisions] to the rules of Quebec civil procedure relating to class actions." 92 Admitting that common law sources can "provide a general framework," the judges warned that, "tests established in a common law context cannot necessarily be imported without adaptation into Quebec civil procedure." 93 The series of judicial interpretations of various elements of Quebec procedural law that have been transplanted from the common law has resulted in a contextual approach that yields a 89. Varnet Software Corp. v. Varnet U.K. Ltd., [1994] R.J.Q. 2755, 2758 (Can.) ("At the outset, I must clearly state that I agree with the respondent's contention that under the Civil Law of Quebec, specific performance of contracts is the general rule, unlike the Common Law approach which favours compensation for breach by damages awards. I also agree that specific performance cannot be granted in certain cases where the personal action of the debtor of the obligation is of the essence.").
90 spectrum of solutions rather than a single answer. Undoubtedly, however, it is the mixity of Quebec procedural law that has produced this unique judicial methodology. It is an approach that allows judges to be open to common law sources for purposes of gap-filling, all the while mindful that the use of common law authorities must be tempered by caution and adherence to civilian methodology and codal interpretation. This approach must also be moderated by a desire not to offend overriding civilian rules or principles and by the rejection of wholesale application of the common law in favor of contextual adaptation. 94 Just as mixity can teach us a great deal about legal pedagogy, it can also inform judicial methodology. And if judges themselves are looking to common law, but are also careful to remain loyal to civilian principles and methods, this is all the more reason to prepare our law students properly by teaching them civil procedure from a comparative perspective.
C. THE IMPACT ON THE LEGISLATOR: LAW REFORM AND THE MIXED PROCEDURAL SYSTEM
In recent decades, many jurisdictions have undergone substantial legislative reform of their procedural rules. This has been a direct result of the state of crisis perceived within most western civil justice systems. The 1996 Lord Woolf Report in England spawned similar critical reflections in Canada. 95 In 2001 in Quebec, Professor Denis Ferland chaired a civil procedure reform committee that produced a report entitled Une Nouvelle Culture Judiciaire, the very title of which stressed the need to change the culture within the civil-justice system. 96 In Canada, most recently, Justice Cromwell of the Supreme Court chaired the committee that produced the 2013 Report on Access to Civil and Family Justice. 97 All of these reports identified the same major problems of high cost, long delay, and undue complexity in the civil-justice system and proposed changes to procedural rules that would lead to a significant shift in the mentality surrounding litigation and the use of courts to resolve disputes. While the specific reforms to procedural rules that have been introduced are particular to each jurisdiction, there are three major policy changes that cut through all of these initiatives, namely, the need for increased case management by judges, the injection of the requirement of proportionality in the use of procedures, and the desire to create mechanisms that would encourage out-of-court settlement.
In Quebec, the reform of its procedural rules that would bring into effect the aforementioned changes began with amendments to the past Code of Civil Procedure in 2002 and 2009 and continued with the enactment of an entirely new Code that came into force on January 1, 2016. 98 As the second paragraph of the Preliminary Provision explains, the reformed Code was designed to ensure the accessibility of justice, the promptness of justice, the proportionate and economical application of procedural rules, and the inculcation of a spirit of cooperation in the exercise of parties' rights. 99 As a result, the macro changes in this latest codal reform include: (1) a much stronger encouragement of, and obligation to consider, various forms of alternative dispute resolution (ADR) before a dispute may be referred to the courts; 100 (2) a reinforced principle of proportionality that applies to parties' actions, pleadings and means of proof; 101 (3) a more robust system of judicial case management and oversight; 102 (4) limitations on the become more vocal, involved, and directive, reminiscent of the role occupied by the continental-civilian judge.
109
The parties' control of their case is now subject to the court's duty to ensure proper case management, and this case-management role gives judges extensive powers to take whatever measures are necessary to simplify, expedite, and shorten the trial, require joint expertise, determine terms for pre-trial examinations on discovery, and order an oral defense. 110 Moreover, the parties' control of their case is now subject to strict time limitations, both with respect to the duration of the pre-trial period and with respect to the time that may be spent on discovery.
111
The changes being introduced in Quebec confirm the increase in legal transplantation taking place in adjectival law. Many of the ideas being enacted in Quebec, such as the new time limits imposed on discovery, suggest an explicit rejection of the party-centered adversarial system. Other reforms, such as judicial case management, are arguably influenced by the more judge-centered procedural systems of continental Europe. And Quebec is not alone in this regard. There is evidence that Lord Woolf, in common law England, looked to the neutral, courtappointed experts of continental jurisdictions to support his suggestions regarding new expert evidence rules in England.
112
Having not been involved in its preparation for trial he is hardly in a position to 'run the show,' to handle the questioning of witnesses and to play a dominant role in the development of the case in the court-room. It is not a surprise, therefore, that the common law judge appears to the civil law observer as fairly passive, receptive, and detached.").
109. 111. Code of Civil Procedure of Quebec, S.Q. 2016, c C-25.01, arts 173, 229 (Can.), http://legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/showdoc/cs/C-25.01 (limiting the pre-trial period to 6 months, unless a judge grants an extension, only allowing discovery in cases in which the value in dispute exceeds $30,000, and further limiting discovery to three hours for family cases and those involving less than $100,000, and five hours for all other cases).
112. WOOLF, FINAL REPORT, supra note 22, at ch. 13, paras. 8-9 ("[T]he traditional English way of deciding contentious expert issues is for a judge to decide between two contrary views. This is not necessarily the best way of achieving a just result. . . . In continental jurisdictions where neutral, court-appointed experts are the norm, there is an underlying assumption that parties' experts will tell the court only what the parties want the court to know. For the judge in an inquisitorial system, the main problem is that it may be difficult for him to know whether or not to accept a single expert's view. There is no suggestion, however, that he is inevitably less [Vol. 62 After all, learning about another system can be a source of innovation and creativity-an invitation to reconsider certain ideas that were previously thought set in stone. 113 Reform around expert witnesses provides one such example.
The introduction of judge-ordered joint expertise is among the most controversial of the Quebec reforms because it removes parties' rights to present their evidence as they see fit via the testimony of multiple expert witnesses. 114 And yet, with trials often becoming a battle between experts, this reform may prove to be an important part of the solution to the ills of the current civiljustice system.
Law reform in the area of civil procedure, with its increased blurring of tradition-based lines, has the effect of creating more mixity within reformed civil-justice systems. Quebec's system is, of course, still quite removed from the continental civilian "dossier" system where the judge controls the evidence and directs the case. It remains adversarial in that the parties continue to control the examination and cross-examination of parties and witnesses and submit arguments in open court. However, as adversarial systems in many jurisdictions, including Quebec, become tempered with judge-centered case management and directive rules regarding time constraints on pre-trial activity, and limits on discovery and expert witnesses, they inevitably become more mixed. Quebec's procedural system is, unquestionably, more mixed than ever before. While its sources and historical development were always mixed, its characteristics today truly exemplify a hybrid system. And, as a result of this increased mixity in legislated procedural rules, it is more important than ever to understand procedure from a comparative standpoint.
